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Preface 

 

These seven poems are contained in a simple form of three couplets and one 

concluding line.  Sort of a half-sonnet.  The form was discovered 

inadvertently during the capture of Omniverse, and subsequently developed 

through the other poems collected here. 

Love is the substance of creation and we are all intimately connected to it, 

whether we realize it or not.  Love is the Sun radiating Life, and at our core 

we are all radiations of Love in this Life.  Sometimes that Love is beclouded by 

our human fears, but it always shines – we must only allow it to be bright by 

clearing the clouds. 

A high manifestation of this Love is the bonding of two souls in bliss,  

   and here we celebrate the joys when two kindred spirits dream and kiss . . . 



 

 

 

******* 

Let us commune now as kindred spirits 

and share all the joys of breathing -- 

Let us imaginate and inspirate and laugh and play 

and make real all the love we're dreaming. 

 

******* 

  



 

 

 

For all the Muses of myriad dreams 

  



 

Omniverse 

 

We are each a universe within  

An Omniverse made entirely of Love.  

 

Each moment now spawns new   

parallel universes we choose.  

 

There is no past and future,  

only all universes happening now.  

 

This moment is all there is – it’s Love.  

 

******* 

  



 

A Glimpse of Heaven 

 

I had a glimpse of heaven today, and we both were there  

And all our loved ones gathered now from past and future. 

 

Just a moment that seemed forever that we shared.  

Now I brought this back with me, a gift of always loving.  

 

Always open, true with trust, the connection 

Frees our light, the brightness of our souls now shining  

 

On this world, spreading love through every universe. 

 

******* 

  



 

In a Parallel Universe Not Far from Here 

 
She asked me to stay tonight  
and we shared a million magic moments  
  
as the walls came down.  We never looked back,  
miracles manifested, abundance poured into our lives.  
  
From those moments forward  
every night a happy ending  
  
and every dawn refreshed a waking dream.  
  
*******  
  



 

Quantum Leap to Higher Love 

 

In that parallel universe not far from here 

where she is laying here beside me – 

 

hearts beating a peaceful tune we hear 

the silent music and our chakras be 

 

dancing in the light, each touch a clear 

spark of fire – we just let go, we’re free. 

 

We take the quantum leap to higher love. 

 

******* 

  



 

That Higher Love 

 

That higher love, exquisite vibration, perfectly in tune,  

no need to talk – communing we feel a constant warm 

 

stream of energy, the magic, our auras draw us ever higher, closer -- 

our magnetic molecules mingle in the moment, the forever now.   

 

Entwined naked every night, we share our lucid dreams 

Through the astral timeless realms on lifted beams 

 

and awaken by the Sun within shining on the world. 

 

******* 

  



 

When I Look Into Her Eyes at Dawn 

 

When I look into her eyes at dawn 

new universes awaken. 

 

Our souls’ ever lifting into sky-sized realms 

beyond the conscious mind upward to heavenly elation 

 

Even while our soles connect with Earth, 

Each moment a new creation, rebirth – 

 

Two beings dancing through a soulful murmuration. 

 

******* 

  



 

A Simple Life 

 

Berry bushes scattered through the hillside, 

Fountains trickle from wellsprings, health and garden thrives. 

 

We live out these Earthly years of contented peace, just being --  

like people of the future, calm, enlightened.  She spreads love 

 

barefoot in a sundress feeding the birds, inviting faeries to the garden,  

and the poet flows soaring words from the Love infused in every breath, 

 

And the myriad of dreams that launched in the bliss of a moment’s touch . . . 

 

******* 
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